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Omvivo expands its collaboration with Carr Design Group to introduce three
new and exciting basins as part of the CDesign collection.

Omvivo welcomes three new additions to the CDesign collection, created in partnership with
leading design firm Carr Design Group, with the intention to produce a distinct,
contemporary and functional range of bathroom products.
With a diverse array of bathroom environments in mind, Carr designed a complete suite of
products that represent a rigorously simple geometric form. Uncomplicated aesthetics,
flexible design and Carr’s signature understated detailing, have fused to create a collection
that suits a diverse range of residential and commercial projects as well as budgets.
The CDesign collection consists of highly adaptable pieces including basins which can be
wall or bench mounted with corresponding furniture.
CDesign will be officially launched in March 2017 as part of the Omvivo Signature Collection
and will be available through Omvivo distributors globally.
“We are so excited to extend the CDesign range and present the market with additional
options allowing even more flexibility and functionality to suit a greater range of spaces.
The modern, simple aesthetic of CDesign is a good fit with Omvivo and will be a welcome
addition to the collection.”
Suzie Dyson – General Manager Omvivo
CDesign product range:
CDesign micro 485 - small and compact perfect for powder rooms
CDesign 1330 double & 1620 double - functional double bowls, suitable for larger bathrooms
CDesign basin materials & finishes: Solid surface white with optional Softskin colours
CDesign furniture materials: High performance powder coat in white
Designer: Carr Design Group is a multi skilled firm of architects and Interior Designers.
Long recognised for a contemporary aesthetic and sharp focus on detail, today Carr is one
of the most respected design firms in Australia.
"The basis of the company's design philosophy is the interaction between appropriate
responses to brief, site, community and environment. Our central concern is to constantly
excel in quality, reputation and performance, always maintaining unique and timeless style,
no matter what the size or scale of the project.
The quest for simplicity in detail has had a significant influence in framing my approach to
this range and interior and product design in general. Conceiving the collection my focus
was to design useful objects representing uncomplicated, timeless form."
Sue Carr – Director Carr Design Group

For further information on CDesign or high resolution images please contact Amanda
Robinson on +61 3 9339 8130 or via email, arobinson@omvivo.com
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